
Cecil County Fair Power Wheel Demolition Derby
Any regular electric Power Wheel is allowed. No 4 wheeler type vehicles allowed (ATV, Gator).
Child's legs must be in a compartment. Ride in not ride on!

Kids 4-10 years of age may participate. Drivers only, no Passengers. No entry fee will be
charged. Pre-Registration is the google form at the bottom of the page. Maximum of 40 drivers,
divide by age into two groups

Helmets must be worn at all times. Bicycle helmets are permitted.

The vehicle is allowed to have UP TO a 12 volt lawn mower battery, which cannot be mounted
in the passenger seat and battery must be secured by straps or bolted and covered with rubber
mat etc.

All doors, hood and tailgates must be strapped shut. Hood must be secured after inspection by
the technician. No sharp edges from cut plastic.

Motor may have metal gear upgrade, stock or stock replacement electric motors only

Decorative changes can be made to the Power Wheel to make it look like a derby car, however,
there can be no reinforcement to the power wheel. Changes and additions are only decorative--
example: header pipes sticking up, painting the car, etc. Decorations may only be made from
cardboard, paper, and tape. No hard plastics or metal decorations. Will be a best appearing
contest

One Parent or Guardian can accompany the child on the track during the event.

Seatbelts must be worn at all times. If original seatbelts are not in place, then a replacement
seatbelt must be available and securely fastened. Seatbelt must fit properly.

Age groups will be divide by age of youth signed up into two 15 minute heats

ALL VEHICLES will need to be inspected by 7:00pm. Vehicles will be taken from Tech
Inspection to the Competition area where they will remain until the event. Have all batteries
mounted in the vehicle, charged and visible for Tech Inspector.

At all times remember that this is for kids! Any vehicle deemed unsafe or with unfair advantage
will not be allowed to compete. Don't add something that could cause them not to be in the
derby. You could have a disappointed child if not allowed to run! Please follow the rules.

Any questions about event please email Hunter Madron at Hunter1madron@gmail.com

Entry form link: https://forms.gle/sttnPZnAd4PdboLv9
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